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SUMMARY 
In this paper the finite element method and Galerkin's principle are 
applied to open channel flow. Solutions obtained from the nonstationary and 
nonlinear equations for onedimensional flow are presented for the case of 
lateral inflow superposed on an initial flow. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the field of hydraulics open channel flow is a subject of detailed 
experimental and theoretical research. The theoretical work concerns the 
investigation of special types of waves by analytical methods as well as 
the application of numerical methods for solving the complete timedependent 
equations. Such a numerical method is the finite element technique, described 
for instance in Til and [2] . This method has some advantages as compared 
with the finite difference technique ( [3J) and is applied frequently to 
stationary and nonstationary boundary value problems in mathematical physics 
in recent years. 
This paper deals with the application of the finite element method 
(f.e.m.) in combination with Galerkin's principle ( [4] , [5J) to the non-
stationary and nonlinear equations for the onedimensional flow in open 
channels as given in the handbooks ([6}, [7}, [8j » Dy ) • We consider a 
slightly inclining channel with lateral inflow perpendicular to the channel 
and superposed on an initial flow. The channel is of finite length and has 
a uniform, rectangular cross section. However these restrictions are not 
essential, the method may also be applied to channels with a nonuniform and 
nonrectangular cross section. We assume that at the upstream end of the 
channel the discharge is prescribed and that at the downstream end Froude's 
number equals 1 (free overfall weir). The resistance is assumed to be governed 
by Manning's law with a constant friction coefficient. 
The differential equations for open channel flow are expressed in two 
dependent variables. These ones may be selected from the discharge, the mean 
velocity and the waterdepth in every cross section. The choise of mean velocity 
and waterdepth is preferred since it yields the most simple forms of the 
differential equations. However computations showed that the solutions obtained 
for these variables with the f.e.m. were slightly unstable. For that reason the 
equations are expressed in the discharge and the waterdepth. Now a stable 
solution is obtained. Only the analysis for the latter case is described in this 
paper. 
Numbers between square brackets refer to the references. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
The equations governing the problem may be written as (flOj), 
£ • » £ - < ! «•'••> 
g0 y 
Here x represents the coordinate along the channel, t the time, q the dis-
charge, y the waterdepth, B the width of the channel, Q the lateral inflow 
which is supposed to be directed perpendicular to the channel, Sf the friction 
slope, S the bottom slope, F is Froude's number and g the acceleration of 
gravity. B is a constant; q, y and Q are functions of x and t. The upstream 
end of the channel is denoted by x=0 and the downstream end by x=L. 
For Froude's number we have the expression 
? 2 
F = ~ V ^ (2.2) 
gB y 
Manning's formule gives for the friction slope S , approximating the 
hydraulic radius by y, 
2 
Sf = 2, 2 10/3 (2*3) 
B k
m y 
Here k is a constant, 
m 
The boundary conditions read 
q = q (constant), x=0 (2.4.a) 
2 2 2 3 
F - 1 -»• q - gB y , x=L (2.4.b) 
At t=0 we have a stationary initial flow with q = q . The initial water-
depth is derived from the stationary form of (2.1), 
Sc - S + (1 - F2) & = 0 (2.5) 
f o dx 
with 2 
% 
gB 
o q 
y = ^ j , x=L (2.6) 
4 
The equations and conditions (2.1)—(2.4) are written in nondimensional 
form by introducing the quantities 
x = x/L, q = q/q , y = y/h, t = t/T (2.7) 
o 
3 2 2 
where h = q /B g. T represents a unit of time, which will be specified 
later on. Substituting (2.7) into (2.1)-(2.6), multiplying (2.1.b) by y , 
and dropping the bars, we obtain 
& + » l f - * - ° <2-8-*> 
6 - ^ - vy3 ^  (y3 - q2) g * 2 oy |f . ay2 |f - 0 (2.8.W 
y 
P = ^  (2.9) 
o 
Here 
p
q 
and a, g and y are constants, 
LS BhL „ L e o ,„ ,
 ns 
a =
 Tr ' 3 = ^ 7 3 T T ' Y = — ( 2 ' , 0 ) 
o h k 
m 
The boundary conditions read in dimensionless form 
q = 1 , x = 0 (2.11 .a) 
3 2 y = q , x = l (2.11.b) 
The initial waterdepth is the solution of 
- f 7 3 - y y 3 + ( y 3 - i ) g - o (2.12) 
y 
satisfying the condition 
y = 1, x = 1 (2.13) 
3. THE STATIONARY SOLUTION 
According to the f.e.m. we divide the range (0, 1J into N subranges 
Ex , , x "I, n = 1 ....N with x = 0 and x„ = 1 . We define a set of base-n-1 nJ o N 
functions f (x), m = 0 .... N, on [O, 1J in the following manner (fig. 1) 
fx - x 
fo(x) H 
, 0 < x < x 
, x > x 
0, x < x , , x > x , 
m-1 m+1 
(3.1.a) 
x - X 
f
m
( x > " • 
m 
'm-1 
m 
, X , < X < X 
m-1 " m m = 1 N-l (3.1-b) 
x . , - x 
m+1 m 
8m+l 
, X < X < X , , 
m - - m+1 
[ 0 , x < x 
N-l 
N jx - x 
N-l 
'N 
Vi ^ x * ' 
(3.1.c) 
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Here the length of a sub-interval is denoted by g , 
m 
g = x - x . (3.2) 
m m m-1 
Galerkin's principle states that an approximate solution of (2.12) is 
obtained from the system of equations 
o" 
y 
ƒ'{ -f73 - yy + (y - O d t } f m ( x ) d x = ° ' m = o . . . N-i (3.3) 
with y approximated by 
N 
y = E y.f.(x) (3.4) 
k=0 K k 
The quantities y, are unknown constants, representing y(x,) , except y , which 
is determined by the boundary condition (2.13), 
yN - i (3.5) 
Since f, (x) vanishes for x < x^_. and x > x^+., the boundaries in (3.3) 
may be replaced by x , and x ,. For m = 0 the boundaries are 0 and x,. The 
J
 r
 m-1 m+1 1 
right hand side of (3.4) represents a linear function on each interval 
\*v_i» xvJ• I n s u c n a r*nge (3.4) yields 
A constant waterdepth is represented exactly by (3.4), since 
fk_j(x) + fk(x) = 1 (3.7) 
For any set of base-functions f, (x) equation (3.7) has to be satisfied in order 
that the approximation (3.4) converges to the exact solution as N •»• ». 
Substituting (3.4) into (3.3) a system of N equations for the N unknowns 
y , m = 0 .... N-l, is obtained from which the y 's may be computed. 
m
 -1/3 m 
For reason of convenience the factor y in (3.3) is expanded in a 
Taylor series, 
y " 1 / 3 - {ym + (ym - y m - i ) ( f m - l ) ^ 
m m m l m 
-1/3
 { ] _ m_mI]_ ( f _ 1 ) } < x < x (3.8) 
'm 3y m m-1 - m 
m 
For sufficient small subranges I x ,, x "} the error introduced by this ex-
pansion is negligible. In the same manner we derive 
-1/3 -1/3 y m ym+l 
y ••- * y n " - <1 - 3y. (f -1)}, X < x < x 
m 
m m m+1 
... (3.9) 
By means of simple calculus the integrations in (3.3) are performed for 
every m, m = 0 .• 
m = 0 .... N-1, 
... N-l, yielding the following non-linear equations for y , 
10 ßg]yo 4 / 3 (10 yo - 7j) + 9(Y] - yQ - ygjMy,3 + 2 7]2yQ + 
3 y,yo2 + 4 yQ3) - 90(yj - yQ) = 0, .. (3.10.a) 
10 ß y 4 / 3 {g (10 y - y ,) + g ^,(10 y - y _,_,)} 
J
m 6m m -'m-! &m+l ; m Jm+] 
+
 9 ( y m " ym-i + Ygm)(ym_1 + 2 y , y m + 3 y y + 4 y ) 
m m 1 m m I m— l m m-1 m m 
3 2 2 3 
+ 9 ( y m + i " ym " Y ë m + i ) ( y m + i + 2 ym+i ym + 3 y m + i ym + 4 y m > 
m+1 m m+1 m+1 m+1 m m+1 m m 
-
9 0 ( y m + i - v i ) B ° ' m = l • •••N _ 1 (3.10.b) 
These equations are solved by means of Newton-Raphson's technique. 
Denoting the left hand sides of (3.10) by h (y .... yN_i)> m = 0 •••• N-l, 
the iteration scheme reads 
(k+1) (k) 
y ' a y ' - ß *i - i . h(y(k>) (3.11) 
Here y represents the vector fy .... y 3 after k iterations and h the 
vector [h h j . Further we define 
rah 
c 
3y, 
3h 
c 
ay, 
8h -, 
o 
9yN-l 
ah 
ay 
ah. N-l ah N-l 
3 y , *y*-N-l 
The starting vector v_ is given as M , 1, .... IJ . 
The waterdepth is determined for 
8 = 171.843, y = 16.4993 (3.12) 
These values are obtained from (2.10) for the following parameters in SI units, 
L = 12.00, B = 1.02, S = .005, k = 35, q = 7.10 
o ' m ^o 
-4 (3.13) 
The computations are performed for a lot of possible subdivisions of the 
interval fo, lj . From (2.14) we conclude that the exact solution has an 
infinite derivative for x = 1. Hence the intervals |x ,, x 1 must be very 
I m-1 vr 
small near this point in order to approximate y sufficiently accurate by 
means of (3.4). A satisfactory division is given by (figure 2) 
mir 
x = sin — 
m 2N m = 0 N (3.14) 
J Ü1 
X| X« X7 
Figurt 2 
It appeared that for N > 10 the waterdepth is computed in the points x with 
m 
five significant digits: redoubling of N yields the same values in the 
corresponding points. The number of iterations equals 7 for this accuracy. 
In figure 4 a plot of the stationary waterdepth is given (curve denoted 
by n = 0). For a large part of the channel the waterdepth has the constant 
value 2.0198, near x = 1 it tends rapidly to 1. 
The number of intervals may be decreased if fN(x) and f ,(x) are re-
placed by functions fitting more accurately the behaviour of y for fx„ , , lj . 
A good choise appeared to be 
f„ ,(x) = C1 " X ) z (3.15.a) 
N-l gN 
fN(x) = 1 - fN_,(x) (3.15.b) 
We remark that solving equation (2.12) or (2.14) by a classical method 
is complicated due to the infinite derivative at x = 1 and the constant be-
haviour in a large part of the channel. 
10 
4. THE NONSTATIONARY SOLUTION 
The nonstationary equations (2.8) are treated in the same manner as 
the stationary equation in the preceding section. The functions q(x, t) and 
y(x, t) are approximated by 
N 
q = Z q (t)f (x) (4.1.a) 
k=0 fc K 
N 
y = I y (t)f (x) (4.1.b) 
k=0 K K 
Now q and y are assumed to be functions of time. 
K. Jx 
We approximate equations (2.8) by the system of equations, 
•f1 (I3- + a | £ + P)f dx = 0, m = 1 N ( 4 . 2 . a ) 
o 9x 3t m 
/' « - f a - yy3 + (y3 - <2>£ • *r * •
 ay> £ > * _ * - o 
y 
m = 0 N-l (4 .2 .b) 
In virtue of the boundary conditions the set of integers does not include 
m = 0 in (4.2.a) and m = N in (4.2.b). 
Substituting (4.1) into (4.2) a set of first order ordinary differential 
equations depending on time, is obtained. These equations are solved simultan-
iously by means of an implicit, finite difference scheme, yielding 
|*3(q - q ) + a{g (y + 2y ) + «..(v., + 2y )}"[ I = L m+1 m-1 m m-1 m m+1 m+1 m J ' t=n 
«{^ (y,,,., + 2y ) + g ^ ^ y ^ , + 2y )}| + 6 fi f*m pf dxdt Ti m_l m m+1 m+l m ' t=n—1 n-l x , m 
m-1 
m = 1 N-l (4.3.a) 
<3<qH - qN_,) + «gN(yN_! + 2yN)}|t=n = 
"%V, + 2Vlt=n-l + 6 n^ l x'\ PfN dxdt (4'3-b) 
N-l 
11 
r -4/3 2 2 2 2 
I ßg,yo {-y,(3qj + 4qiqQ + 3qQ ) + yo(18q, + 34q]qo + 48qQZ) } 
+9(yl " yo ~ Y8i){yi + 2yi y 0 + 3ylyo + 4yo } + 45yo(qi + 
2¥o - O + 1 5 y i ( q i 2 - 2 V o - 5 O j l t = n + 3«g,[(3y,2 + 4y,y0 + 
3 y o 2 ) | t = n {q , (n) - q l ( n - l ) } + (ly^2 + Sy^ + 12yo2)|t=n 
{qo(n) - qo(n-l)}J = 0 (4.3.c) 
[ \ ' / 3 { V M - 1 ( 3 V I 2 + 4VVl + 3 \ 2 ) + « n ^ V l ' + 34qm_1qm 
2 2 2 2 
+ 48q ) - e ,y , (3q , + 4q q , + 3q ) + g ,y (18q , + Mm ' V l ' m + P Hm+1 4m4m+l 4m ' s m+rm v 4m+l 
34q ci + 48q 2 ) } + 9(y - y - Ygm)(ym_,3 + 2 y m _ , 2 7m + 
m+1 Tu m m m - 1 m m - 1 m - 1 m 
3 y
m-r
y
m
2 + 4y3 + 9<ym+i " ym " Y t , . , ) ^ , 3 + 2y 2 ym + -l  m m+1 m Tn+1 m+1 m+1 m 
2 3 2 2 
3ym+lym + 4ym } + ,5Vl("Vl + 2 V l q m + 5qm > + 45ym 
{qm+l2 - V l 2 + W l " Vl)} + 1 5 y m + l ( V l 2 " 2 q m + i q m " ^ m ^ 
L_n + 3ag f(3y 2 + 4y y + 3y 2) I {q (n) - q (n-1)} t-n m L m l m l m m ' t=n m-1 m l 
(2y 2 + 6y y + 12y 2 ) | (q (n) - q(n-l)}J + 
m-1 m-1 m m • t=n m m -* 
3ae ^\Oy ^,2 + 4y
 ±,y + 3y 2) I {q _,_, (n) - a ...(n-1)} nm+lL ym+l ;m+l;m Jm ' t=n Mm+1 ^m+l 
( 2 y
m + i 2 + 6ym+iy™ + 1 2 y m 2 ) L - n ^ ( n ) - q (n-l)}J = 0, 
m+1 m+ Im m ' t=n m m J 
(4.3.d) 
+ 
+ 
m = 1 ... N-1 
In deriving these equations we used (3.8). 
From the boundary conditions (2.11) we find, 
qo(n) = 1 (4.3.e) 
yN 3 - % 2 - 0, t - n (4.3.f) 
12 
Now a set of 2N + 2 algebraic equations for the 2N + 2 unknowns q (t ) .... 
o n 
<!«(£ )> Y (t ) •••• YvrCt ) is obtained, which may be solved again by Newton-MN n Jo n 'N n ' J 6 J 
Raphson's technique for n = 1, 2, 3, ... For t = 0 we have the stationary 
solution discussed in the preceding section; the solution for t = n-1 is the 
first approximation in Newton-Raphson's scheme for the solution for t = n. 
Uptil now only the numerical accuracy and convergence of the nonlinear 
system is investigated. For that reason computations are performed for a 
constant lateral inflow during 1 or 2 minutes and a lot of values of T and 
N, using (3.14). The parameters 3 and y are given by (3.12). It appeared 
that for N = 11 and T = 6 sec, yielding 
a = 10.598 (4.4) 
four significant digits could be obtained for P = 20/7, corresponding with 
3 
a total inflow of .002 m /sec. Remaining computations have been performed 
for these values of N and T. 
The most interesting quantity is the discharge at the downstream end. 
In figure 3 a plot of q is given for P = 20/7, 0 < t < 2 0 , P = 0 , t > 2 0 
(curve I) and P = 20/7, 0 < t < 10, P = 0 , t > 1 0 (curve II). Also y is 
plotted as a function of x in the first case for n = 0, 5, 20 and 25. The 
waterdepth for n = 20 represents approximately the stationary case with a 
lateral inflow (figure 4). 
Also solutions for P = 10/7 are derived. The results show that for the 
mentioned values of the parameters 
qN(P = 20/7) = 1 + 2.qN(P = 10/7) 
within an accuracy 0.065 (maximal deviation < 4%) 
15 
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